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Abstract. Learning systems for higher education have improved significantly in the
past decade. A central research topic is how to stimulate learning and improve the quali-
ty of questions for learning evaluation by generating relevant questions with objective of
learning and cognitive skill levels. This study presents an automated question generating
method based on keyphrase to improve learning system in such way that the generated
questions comply with both predetermined learning outcomes and Bloom’s taxonomy of
hierarchical cognitive skill levels. Unlike the prominent methods, this study proposed the
learning materials written in local languages transformed into English which make the
method applicable to learning material written in various languages given the language
translation to English is available. In addition, the expert knowledge about keyphrase pat-
terns in this study is represented in a set of context-free grammar rules making it possible
to extend the pattern’s rules to capture various keyphrase structures. The study which
used 1,432 sentences from learning material written in Bahasa Indonesia can generate
about 60,000 questions. From the experimentation, the average of Bilingual Evaluation
Understudy (BLEU) score which is computed from the generated questions is 0.9566.
This result indicates that the generated questions are well understood by human asses-
sors. From sentiment analysis results, the generated questions achieve 0.73 classified as
neutral, and 0.68 classified as objective. The Cohen-Kappa coefficient of 0.34589 means
there is a difference between human evaluators in understanding the generated questions.
Keywords: Question generating, Keyphrase extraction, Keyphrase template, Bloom’s
taxonomy, Context-free grammar

1. Introduction. Question generating task is an interesting research problem in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) research domain. The aim of the question generating is to
generate a question or interrogative sentence from some given texts as input. In the past
ten years, the question generating task has gained wide attention from researchers in
education domain. A study reported by [1] showed question generating has been adopted
to support effective teaching mainly to promote critical thinking, retention, and engage-
ment. Among a variety of approaches to question generating, the keyphrase structure-
based method is very prospective due to its ability to capture syntax and semantics of
the input text. However, key phrase extraction remains a challenging research question.
Several attempts to address the keyphrase extraction problem have been proposed. For
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example, a method based on an encoder-decoder generative model has been proposed by
[2], the model to generate key phrases based on the semantic meaning of the text, and a
method which used linguistic tags and rules [3].
Although many prominent studies in generating question for education have been re-

ported to the best of our knowledge, only a few studies proposed question generating
methods for learning evaluation of online learning using Bloom’s taxonomy [4] to derive
the key phrase structure as a pattern for generating relevant questions from textual learn-
ing materials. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to propose a question generating
method based on a phrase structure template derived from Bloom’s taxonomy.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. First, some relevant studies in

phrase structure-based question generating will be described. Next, research methods
will be explained. Finally, the experimentation results will be discussed followed by a
conclusion and future works.

2. Theoretical Foundation.

2.1. Related work. A plethora of question generating methods can be categorized broad-
ly into three categories namely: 1) factoid questions that ask fact-based answers, 2) list
questions that ask a set of answers, and 3) other questions [5]. Based on the generat-
ed questions, these methods can be divided further into two categories namely 1) deep
question category in which to answer the questions requires more logical thinking [6], for
example: why, why not, what if, what if not, and how type of questions; and 2) shallow
question category in which the generated questions focus on facts, for example: who,
what, when, where, which, how many, how much, and yes/no type of questions.
Among deep question generating methods, the keyphrase structure-based method is a

prospective method application in education domain mainly due to its ability to capture
syntax and semantics of the input text by exploiting main keyphrase existing in the
sentence. Several attempts to address the keyphrase extraction have been proposed. For
example, the study by Turney [7] proposed a coherent keyphrases extraction method based
on statistical association between candidate phrases to determine their semantic relevance.
The study by [2] proposed a feature extraction method using machine learning approach in
which keyphrase is predicted using encoder-decoder generative model [8]. The study by [3]
proposed feature extraction method using linguistic tags and rule. In the study reported
by [9], phrase structures are extracted using essential feature in TF × IDF document
representation matrix. The method which utilizes key phrase embeddings for unique key
phrase extracted from scientific articles followed by key phrase ranking using PageRank
is proposed by [10]. Finally, the recent study on feature extraction used machine learning
to learn end-to-end neural question generating systems to produce pairs of questions
and answers through context paragraph input [1]. The generated questions are further
evaluated by education experts.
Despite its accuracy, the machine learning approach for question generating in learning

evaluation context has several drawbacks mainly the resulted phrase structures have lim-
ited question format, syllabus coverage, difficulty level, and cognitive level, according to
Bloom’s taxonomy [11]. The problem of understanding natural language automatically
has long been a challenge for NLP research. Gan and Yu models [12] the understanding
of geometry questions as a problem of extracting entity relations through a syntactic-
semantic model approach.

2.2. Keyphrase. Keyphrase is a term defined as a “high-level description of a document’s
contents”. The term is widely used in several document analyses and modelings such as
document summarization, clustering, and topic search. Despite its wide applications, the
keyphrase extraction process is a challenging task. The study result reported by Mikolov
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et al. [13] proposed a phrase extraction method based on probability of the two-word
sequence which is measured as follows:

score(wi, wj) =
count(wiwj)− δ

count(wi)× count(wj)
(1)

where count(wiwj) is the number of a sequence of word wi followed by wj, count(wi) is
the number of words wi, count(wj) is the number of words wj in the input document, and
δ is a constant to prevent too many phrases which are formed by some very less frequent
words. Another method proposed by Turney [7] treated the problem as a classification
task. In the proposed method, the author proposed Naive Bayes model as the keyphrase
classifier. The proposed method comprises three steps.

1) Document preprocessing such as: removing stop words, removing non-alphanumerics,
splitting text into phrase, and phrase stemming.

2) Extracting TF × IDF score from each phrase sample. The score is a standard metric
in information retrieval designed to measure how specific a phrase P in the document
D which is formulated as

TF × IDF (P ,D) = Pr [phrase in D is P ]×− logPr [P in a document] (2)

where Pr[phrase in D is P ] is probability counting the number of times the phrase P
occurs in the document D, and Pr[P in a document] counting the number of docu-
ments in the training corpus that contain P (excluding D).

3) Computing distance of each phrase sample from the beginning of the corresponding
document. The distance is computed as the number of words that precede its first
appearance, divided by the number of words in the document. A resulting feature is
a number between 0 and 1 that represents the proportion of the document preceding
the phrase’s first appearance.
In this method, the attribute, TF × IDF and the distance are assumed to be inde-

pendent because the phrase has been discrete TF × IDF with value T and distance to
values D, then the probability that a phrase is a unique phrase is

Pr[key|T,D] =
Pr[T |key]× Pr[D|key]× Pr[key]

Pr[T,D]
(3)

where Pr[T |key] is the probability that a keyphrase has a TF × IDF with score T ,
Pr[D|key] the probability that it has a distance D. Pr[T |key] is the probability a
priori that the phrase is keyphrase, and Pr[T,D] is the normalization factor, so that
the value of Pr[key|T,D] is between zero and one.

2.3. Context-free grammars. A Context-Free Grammar (CFG) in formal language [14]
is defined as a quadruple G = (V,Σ, P, S) where V is a set of non-terminal symbols; Σ
is a set of terminals where V

∩
Σ = ∅; P is a set of rules P : V → (V

∪
Σ)∗, i.e., the

left-hand side of the production rule P does have any right context or left context; and S
is the start symbol.

In a formal language, CFG rules can be viewed as a set of recursive writing rules that
is used to generate strings based on patterns in the set of rules. Hence, CFG is a base for
many programming language syntaxes which provide efficient and straightforward parsing
algorithms for programming languages, files, and data streams [15]. In this study, CFG
is used to develop question templates based on a phrase structure and operational verb
in Bloom’s taxonomy.
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3. Methodology.

3.1. Research framework. The question-generating framework in this study can be
described in the framework (see Figure 1) which consists of the following main processes:
1) Text Document Translation ID, EN: to translate input textual documents written in
Bahasa Indonesia to English, 2) Phrase Construction based on Phrase Pattern: to develop
phrase structure grammar as template/pattern, 3) Template-based Question Generating:
to generate question candidates based on list of phrase and Bloom’s taxonomy, 4) Text
Document Translation EN, ID: to translate the generated questions written in English to
Bahasa Indonesia, and 5) Question Evaluation: to evaluate the generated question using
BLEU score.

Figure 1. Automatic question generating based on keyphrase structure model

3.2. Dataset. Following [4], this study uses a dataset from the learning management
systems repository of Binus Online Learning. The dataset comprises textual learning
materials of software engineering course. The dataset preprocessing is mainly: 1) removing
all images and special characters from the text, and 2) translating the dataset into English
so that the text processing can exploit NLTK and TextBlob libraries.

3.3. Keyphrase extraction. This step aims to extract keyphrases from input textual
documents. In general, it is called keyphrase extraction in this study. Firstly, the input
document dataset in Bahasa Indonesia is translated into English. The results are splitted
into 10 main learning topics. The splitted documents are then processed using TextBlob
Python library, which provides functionalities such as part-of-speech tagging, noun phrase
extraction, sentiment analysis, classification, translations. The noun phrases are extracted
from the document samples using chunk parsing of TextBlob library that has been trained
with the Corpus ConLL-2000. This process sequences generated 3,345 unique keyphrases
consisting of two or more words.

3.4. Template construction and question generating. This step aims to construct
a keyphrase template based on the English phrase structure and Bloom’s taxonomy and
generating questions based on the keyphrase templates. This step comprises two main
steps. First, setting out context-free grammar rules to represent main phrase structure of
English language chosen for this study. In these rules, NNP, NNI, JJ, and VB post-tag
variables are chosen as the main variables that generated strings. The main context-free
grammar rules to generate keyphrase structure are as follows.

NNP → NNP NNP (4)

NNI → NN | NNI NN | NN NNI | JJ NN | NN JJ (5)

JJ → JJ JJ (6)

VB → NN VB | NN VBG | NN VBZ | NN VBP | NN VBN | NN VBD (7)
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where NNP is proper noun, singular, NN is noun, singular or mass, JJ is adjective, and
VB is verb.

Second, generating keyphrases structure based on Bloom’s taxonomy and generating
questions based on the keyphase strcutres. Any keyphrase that already has a post-tag
component {NNP, NNI, JJ, VB} is used to build templates with combination with oper-
ational verbs on Bloom’s taxonomy along with additional question words (Table 2) thus
generating a keyphrase-based question template model, as below (Table 1).

Table 1. Phrase based on CFG

Adjective Phrase Noun Phrase
PK010 = {‘JJ’, ‘NN’, ‘NNS’, ‘VBG’} PK041 = {‘NN’, ‘VB’}

PK011 = {‘JJ’, ‘NN’, ‘NNS’} PK050 = {‘NN’, ‘VBG’}
PK012 = {‘JJ’, ‘CD’} PK060 = {‘NN’, ‘VBZ’}
PK020 = {‘JJ’, ‘NN’} PK070 = {‘NN’, ‘VBP’}
PK030 = {‘JJ’, ‘NNS’} PK080 = {‘NN’, ‘VBN’}

PK090 = {‘NN’, ‘VBD’}
PK091 = {‘RB’, ‘VBN’}
PK100 = {‘NNS’, ‘VBP’}
PK101 = {‘NN’, ‘NN’}

PK102 = {‘NN’, ‘NN’, ‘NNS’}
PK103 = {‘NNS’, ‘VBP’}
PK104 = {‘NNS’, ‘VBZ’}

Table 2. Question template based on phrase structure

No
Q(X): Question template
based on phrase structure

Level
taxonomy

1 Describe what is X 1
2 What are the types X 2
3 Mention some example X 2
4 Explain and give examples of X 2
5 Explain the purpose of X 3
6 Why X 4
7 What happens in X 3
8 What is the effect of X 4
9 Why there is an X 4
10 How to X 3
11 What is the importance of X 2
12 How to find out X 4

3.5. Question generating evaluation. This step aims to evaluate text fragments for
positive and negative subjective expressions and their strength in automatic question-
generation. Three metrics are computed to measure the performance of the question
generating method as follows. First, sentiment analysis aims to find out the polarity
and subjectivity of the question. Whilst polarity measures positive, neutral, and negative
polarity of the generated questions; subjective measurement measures acceptability of the
generated questions. Polarity and subjectivity information can use as a basis for decision
making in selecting questions that are considered relevant to the context of the learning
material [16]. Polarity and subjectivity are also used to figure out the distribution of
sentiment on each level of Bloom’s taxonomy. Second, BLEU and Cohen’s Kappa scores
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are used to measure the level of reading comprehension questions [17], with the following
formula:

pn =

∑
C∈{Candidates}

∑
Ngram∈C Countclip(Ngram)∑

C′∈{Candidates}
∑

Ngram ′∈C′ Countclip (Ngram
′)

(8)

where Countclip(Ngram) is the maximum number of Ngram occurring in each candidate
question, and Countclip (Ngram

′) is the maximum number of Ngram ′ occurring in each
reference question.

BP =

{
1, c > r

e(1−r/c), c ≤ r
(9)

BLEU = BP × e(
∑N

n=1 wn log pn) (10)

where BP (brevity penalty) is the length of the reference which is nearest/sufficient, c is
the length of the candidate question, r is the length of the reference question, wn is a
weight which is typically computed as 1/N , and N is the number of questions.
Third, Cohen’s Kappa between two challengers whom each classifies the items N into

mutually exclusive C categories can be formulated using the following formula:

K =
po − pe
1− pe

(11)

where po is the relative observed agreement among raters (identical to accuracy), and pe
is the theoretical probability of chance agreement.

4. Result and Discussion. The dataset as input for this study comprises learning ma-
terials of Binus Online Learning in Software Engineering course written in Bahasa In-
donesia. The total raw textual documents contain 1,432 sentences that are fed into the
data processing sequences. Finally, the keyphrase-based automatic question-generation
generates 64,259 questions that correspond to the level of Bloom’s taxonomy (see Table
3). As shown in Table 4, Bloom’s level distribution of the generated question set is spread
proportionally with the highest proportions being Bloom’s level 4, 3, and 5.
The results of the sentiment analysis toward the generated question set showed that

the objectivity score is 77.01%, and neutral polarity of 80.04% which means that the
generated questions can be generally accepted (see Table 5). As can be seen from Table

Table 3. Question output from AQG system
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Table 4. Distribution of Bloom’s taxonomy

Table 5. Distribution of sentiment analysis
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3, the highest polarity score of the generated question is neutral followed by positive
and negative. The classification results based on sentiment showed that the generated
questions belong to more objective groups than subjective ones.
The evaluation results using BLUE scores by five human assessors (human expert)

mostly> 0.90 which showed that the expert understanding toward the generated questions
is relatively high (see Table 6), and the Cohen’s Kappa is 0.35.

Table 6. BLEU score

N-GRAM BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4 BLEU 5
1 0.9985 0.9505 0.9677 0.9613 0.9613
2 0.9974 0.9389 0.9577 0.9521 0.9521
3 0.9962 0.9273 0.9503 0.9450 0.9450
4 0.9952 0.9144 0.9441 0.9384 0.9384

Cohen’s Kappa: 0.34589

Finally, the running test in the laboratory, average processing to generate the question
dataset required less than 3 minutes using a laptop-sized with processor Intel-i7 and 16
GB memory.

5. Implications & Limitations. The proposed method can generate more than 60,000
open questions automatically from 1,432 input sentences. These generated questions dis-
tributed over Bloom’s taxonomy levels. Interestingly, the majority of generated questions
distributed mostly in levels 3, 4, and 5 of Bloom’s taxonomy. These results indicated
that the generated questions complied with online learning that emphasizes skills and
reasoning power based on learning experiences in the community. With such outputs,
the proposed question generating method can improve learning operations effectivity by
reducing question generating time and always keep the problem banks updated with the
learning materials. Having embedded into a learning management system, the question
generating method can leverage learning (e.g., triggering forum discussion) as well as an
evaluation process. The limitations of this study are mainly: 1) the keyphrase patterns
do not include multiple-choice question types. For this purpose, the keyphrase templates
need to be improved to capture more template patterns; and 2) the keyphrase patterns
do not include question that requires an illustration such as drawings, tables, or mathe-
matical formulas.

6. Conclusions. Question generating has become very instrumental to stimulate the
learning process in the education context. In such a process, the use of Bloom’s tax-
onomy in question generating provides learners with various questions that comply with
syllabus coverages, difficulty levels, and cognitive levels. In general, this study showed
that question generating with transformed learning material from Bahasa Indonesia in-
to English and transforming the generated question into Bahasa Indonesia does not re-
duce objectivity, polarity, understandability, and acceptability of the generated questions.
From learning evaluation coverage, the study results showed that the generated questions
covered all learning topics in the learning materials. In addition to these findings, this
study also showed that context-free grammar is very effective to represent patterns of the
rules for keyphrase extraction from textual input.
The quantitative key findings from this study are, using learning material from Binus

Online repository as input dataset, evaluation results toward the proposed method as
follows: 1) sentiment analysis achieved 0.68 objectivity score and 0.73 neutral polarity
score which means that the generated questions are generally accepted; 2) the average
BLEU scores above 0.9566, meaning that automatic question-generation is acceptable
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and implemented; and 3) Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of 0.35. Differences opinions of ques-
tions sentence understanding can cross with recommendations or choice of questions in
evaluating learning according to Bloom’s taxonomy. The qualitative finding is mainly
the generated questions fairly distributed tens of thousands of questions over six Bloom’s
taxonomic levels and represents the context of questions according to the course syllabus.
With such findings, the next step of this research is to explore the machine learning
approach to the question-generation.
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